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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research background
It manifests that between brand and trans-culture management under the process of
transnational enterprise’s product operation have promotion and connection relations.
This paper carriers on the analysis from the brand and trans-culture dimension. The brand
management may strengthen trans-culture management, and trans-culture management
may promote brand management construction to have the product to expand well to the
global market. We may see through the example of Disney brand management that transculture management plays the very essential role in the brand management.
Brand management has always been an important field in marketing research. From
my point of view, Brand is a very important tool in the enterprise emulation which
intangible asset higher than the tangible value of the product. The Disney theme park is a
model of brand operation combines with cross-cultural management which takes as a
general sense of the theme park products. The brand business model is conducive to own
brand image mold and the conformation of consumer to the product approval even
loyalty. And the destination of this model is to achieve the target of double spending.
Manages a good theme park, the brand management can help theme park full conformity
and use the resource, form a better product development as well as the propagation effect,
strengthen the influence of theme park’s product and image that are the durable key why
theme park can obtain the benign development.
More than 50 years ago Walt Disney revolutionized the concept of theme parks by
creating Disneyland Anaheim in the American state of California. Today, the company
thinks of theme parks as enchanting places that provide both children and adults with
long-lasting “experiences of the heart”, something very few businesses can actually boast
of delivering. Based on this unique competitive advantage, which Disney prefers to call
the “Disney Difference”, the company decided to embark on the challenging project of
exporting its theme parks abroad: first to Japan, then to France, and then back to Asia
with the projects of Hong Kong and Shanghai. (Carlos, 2011)
Disney achieves remarkable success in the operation of Trans-Culture brand, then
TWDC improves its operating conditions through a series of cultural adjustments. One of
the reasons why Disney succeeds is the attitude to cultural differences and valid
processing mode, which forms a commercial culture in the United States as the basic

essence. At the same time, Disney also absorbs the Trans-Culture marketing management
system from host country culture. Refines the brand operation and the Trans-Culture
management interactive relations from Disney's operation, its worth further research and
analysis from the significance of Shanghai Disney as well as other enterprises’ TransCulture management.

1.2 Research purposes
Along with the rapid development of China's economy and continuous improvement
of people's living standard, the theme park already became one of the important place for
people rest and recreation. Moreover, the domestic theme park market is also getting
more and more active that result the market competition is getting more and more intense.
The Walt Disney Company as a brand of the world's largest theme park of natural won't
miss the opportunity to carve up the Chinese market for China is one of the great powers
of rapid economic growth. So how to take advantage of its own brand and brand culture
to grab more market shares in the Chinese market to achieve the higher result has already
became the center of gravity which Disney will develop in the future.
Cross-cultural management is the key to obtain the success in the market
competition. This article is the establishment in the Disney brand management
foundation, and on the basis of cross-cultural problems in management which United
States, Japan, Paris, Hong Kong Disneyland faces. The research is to analyze theme park,
such as Disney encounters in the process of brand operation mode of cross-cultural issues
which meets in the native place foreign market, to explore the Disney brand operation in
the mastery of cross-cultural problems and solution, to research and analysis Shanghai
Disney's challenge and opportunity within the framework of cross-cultural brand
management, to propose cross-cultural issues and solutions when Shanghai Disney brand
management run well in China. It can be a reference for the enterprise how to grasp the
cross-cultural issues under the pattern of brand management.

1.3 The main content and structure
This article based on the theme park in the various case of national markets and
success case in the market of our country which takes the analysis object by the Disney,
then we summarize and induce the successful experience and failure's lesson. The
research focus in this paper is unifies the characteristics of Chinese market to carry on the
discussion analysis so that Shanghai Disney will have further development.

This article is divided into six chapters. The first chapter is introduction which
illustrates the research background and purpose of this article; The second chapter is
theoretical overview which briefly expounds the basic theory of brand management and
cross-cultural management; The third chapter is the present situation of Disney
management, and its mainly about Disneyland in global brand management mode, as well
as the globalization and localization problems encountered in this operation; The fourth
chapter is the analysis framework and empirical analysis, which based on the brand and
some related theories of cross-cultural management to operate overseas Disneyland crosscultural management problems encountered by the empirical analysis; The fifth chapter is
the cross-cultural management and solutions which Shanghai Disney feces initially, and
do a cross-cultural summarizes and puts forward the target solutions for Japan, Paris and
Hong Kong; Sixth chapter is the conclusion and prospected of this research, meanwhile,
put forward the next research direction.

1.4 The research method
Literature analysis method: The article will summarize, analysis and collect the
related information within the scope of the arts， such as research books, periodicals,
papers, etc. In addition, to hope that some data statistics and comments more accurate,
more comprehensive to analysis the operation and development of Japan, Paris, Hong
Kong and Shanghai Disney, we collect information about the Disney's information
through the Internet.
Case analysis: It mainly refers the successful experience in the process of brand
operation mode and management of cross-cultural problems which six Disney theme
parks faced in its development. We will sum up the experiences and lessons from crosscultural management through this information. In the meanwhile, we also carry on the
analysis and induction summary combining with the cultural differences and integration
of China and United States.

CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

2.1 The basic theory of cross-cultural management
Culture is a human creation of all material products (art products, technology, etc.)
and spiritual products (people's customs, beliefs, values, knowledge, communication,
etc.). The culture is ubiquitous, all-embracing. Different countries have different cultural
characteristics which decide the different cultural environment; it encompasses
architectural style, clothing, and food habit and so on, determines people's different
appreciation and esthetic idea. It also determines people's different moral standards and
behavior standards. Different community has different culture; these differences are due
to the geographical environment, historic tradition, educational mode, legal regime and
religion and so on. Different cultural pattern forms in different zone partition and another
cultural element. Cultural differences will immediate influence degree of acceptance and
recognition of foreign culture; it also affects consumer select products and services.
Different work and life habits form different cultural value orientation.

2.1.1 Basic theory
Intercultural communication is that people with different cultural backgrounds who
still preserved their culture under mainstream culture's background. We cannot deny that
these subcultures and mainstream culture will have the conflict inevitably. Therefore,
people should comply with mainstream culture of different cultural background, give
priority with mainstream culture way of thinking, standard of conduct and values
primarily carries on communicates and works together for effective intercultural
communication. Cross-cultural in the international commerce activity and multinational
corporation manage are play very vital role. Ignoring any cultural differences in crosscultural management will cause nonessential losses.
The Meaning and Content of Cross-Cultural Management
Cross-cultural management also called overlapping cultural management which
refers to the enterprises in transnational operation with different culture background have
correlation between various groups. The contradictions and conflicts due to the process of
interaction of different cultural groups, all of functions and aspects of enterprise
management correspond the cultural conformity measure to solve the conflicts and
contradictions validly. That can achieve the cross-cultural management of the enterprise
purpose better.

In the definition of cross-cultural communication, United States authoritative scholar
in cross-cultural communication research field Larry. A. Samovar thinks that crosscultural belongs to different cultural systems between individuals, organizations,
countries for the exchange of information and cultural event. Intercultural means through
overstep system boundaries to experience the culture belong to all people between
interact relate. (Samovar, 2015)
Although cross cultural management scholars have been particularly fascinated by
societal normative values and personal values, debates in socio-economic theory draw
attention to the difference between thinking of societies in terms of values and thinking of
them in other ways. In socio-economic theories of culture, the theoretical significance of
values is not based on the personal expressions of individuals. Instead, while societal
characteristics may have a strong enough effect on what individuals say to use average
personal values as social indicators, societal values are most fundamentally built into
political documents, religious texts, literature, and media. Theories of social structures,
social institutions, and technological influences that are inferred from such sources offer
alternatives to the theories of values that we have covered to this point. (Peterson, 2007)
The Significance of Cross-Cultural Management
Regarding the transnational enterprise, only correct and everlasting cultural control
can save the managed cost and enhance enterprise to obtain the success. If enterprise
wants to implement the operating results maximization, the first condition is needs to
obtain social sense of identity. In the multicultural difference's control process,
transnational enterprise is not only in the face of a single individual, but also facing
various groups with different cultural background. Therefore, the diversity
management—cross-cultural management has very vital practical significance regarding
the transnational enterprise.

2.1.2 Cross-cultural management paradigm
Different country's scholar proposed different analysis frame and model Crosscultural management, it mainly includes as following:
Hofstede Framework: Professor Hofstede, who has working period at large-scale
multinational corporation IBM, using the method of psychology to staff more than from
40 countries and regions with standard questionnaire to collect their attitudes and values
as data. After long-term research on cross-cultural differences, it come to the conclusion
that cultural difference is about five dimensions: individualism & collectivism, power

distance, uncertainty avoidance, sexism & feminism, long-tern orientation &short
orientation. Thus, Professor Hofstede gives the real diagnosis comparison which found
Mrs. Theory cross-cultural management research ideas and research methods. This article
carries on specific interpretation in the fourth chapter of analysis frame regarding the
Hofstede 's five dimensions. (Hofstede, 2001)
Terpestra Framework: American scholar Terpestra (Terpestra, Vern1978) put
forwards the theory of International management cultural conditions scheme which
involve eight aspects and fifty-five factors. Besides, the eight aspects include language,
religion, values, law, education, politics, science and technology. Cross-cultural
management needs to pay attention on eight aspects of cultural factors above. (Terpestra,
1978)
Trompennaars Framework: Cross-cultural management experts Trompennaars who
through after fifty countries fifteen thousand staff's investigation and study, proposed 5D
world commerce culture prospects: The general principle and special principle,
individualism and collectivism, neutrality and sentimental guidance, specific and
proliferation guidance, achievement status with follow the status and so on.
Trompennaars thinks that each dimension represents a value, and it has opposition state
with two kinds of violent values. But the culture will occupy the violent state rather than
specific state. It will make the certain extent to some extreme the incline. (Trompennaars,
1998)
Nath Framework: American scholar Nath towards economic development
framework that build a comprehensive framework of open system. The framework
contains two interactional system: basic environmental system and enterprise
management system. Environmental system is divided into seven subsystems: the
economic environment, social and political environment, cultural environment,
technology environment, legal environment, communication and transportation and
industrial structure; Enterprise management system is divided into eight subsystems:
organizational structure, organization and management process, management philosophy,
human resource management, relationship management, and other policies, trade unions
and other stakeholders, etc. On this basis, Nath analyzed the North America, Japan,
Europe, China, Africa, Latin Americas’ similarities and differences. (Nath, 1998)
Calori Framework: Calori sums up three kinds of management pattern of the United
States, Japan and the European Union: American model (take short-term profit as
guidance, competitive, pay great attention on specialization and pursue individualism);

Japanese model (take long-term development as guidance, pursue quality, emphasis
integrity, pursue mutual recognition); European Union model (artificial guidance, avoids
through distributed compromise presenting violent behavior, be good at international
multiplication carrying on control, pay great attention on internal negotiations). Each kind
of control model summarizes four main points separately. (Calori, 1994)
Leaptrott Framework: America's Leaptrott who divides the world culture into three
types. It namely tribalism, collectivism and pluralism. Most culture belongs to one of
three types, and some belongs to mixed type. (Leaptrott, 1995)
Gesteland Framework: Gesteland, the international commerce negotiations expert
who also founded globalized control Limited company from four dimensions namely
business oriented and relationship oriented, business style of formal and informal culture,
abide by the time and flexible culture, emotional extroversion and emotional conservative
portfolio. It sums up the cross-cultural business practices of eight models. (Gesteland,
2013)
Canada managerialist Nancy Adler put forwards three strategies of cross-cultural
Management:
Above. That is a culture and other cultures together to form a dominant culture,
moreover this culture is in the obvious superiority strategy to run entire company's dayto-day business. The biggest advantage of this strategy is that company can form a unified
culture and make the company into normal operation and management with a short time.
Compromise. Different culture's compromise and concessions mode, can avoid
cultural difference causing the company internal harmony and steady state, avoid the
nonessential conflict finally.
Cultural. It’s a coordinated way to form a new corporate culture that different culture
faces up to the cultural difference and respect each other. This kind of culture has a
relatively strong stability. For majority enterprises, through integrated strategic concept. It
can not only absorb the essence of different culture, but also form its own unique
corporate culture and management culture which has stronger stability. In the crosscultural management, adopts the fusion strategy to be possible to reduce the cultural
barrier cost, raises the business economic benefit. (Adler, 1986)

2.2 Basic theory of brand management
2.2.1 Foreign scholars study on brand management mode
Keller’s brand strategy manages view: Keller thinks that the valid brand
management needs to make the long-term decision-making. In the long run, management
needs to strengthen brand, or if necessary, rebirth the brand. Strengthens the method of
brand to enhance product’s design update, production and sales, and implement user's
imagination. Rebirth of the brand means brand assets before the lost brand assets or back
into new resources. Rebirth brand improves height and depth of brand awareness,
improves the power of brand association degree, and it also improve the degree of praise
and uniqueness. (Keller, 1997)
Yakimova’s brand support type management mode: Yakimova points out from
organization's angle of view that establishes brand support enterprise and completes
current management of brand, then the brand can be able to keep changing the core values
and healthy development. After many case studies and behavior research, brand support
enterprises have the ability to continuously update. Including brand support's leading
logic, they all take market as guidance and production study as guidance. Brand
leadership logic is referring to company's culture and organizational structure which
around brand personality and positioning as essential factor. At the same time, it takes
market as guidance, and ensures the brand to adapt to market changes. Some research
indicated that the company with long-term brand management successfully formulates the
brand as core organization and strategy a set of integrated brand strategy by support the
brand continually. This strategy enables company to obtain market information, so the
core of characteristics of brand and market are protected. The brand can be continued
relevance. (Yakimova, 2005)

2.2.2 The Chinese scholars study on brand management mode
Yigang Pan’s 8R Model: he believe that if Chinese brand wants to become the
world-class brand, it should obtain consumer's approval firstly. In the brand construction
process, enterprise needs to confirm unceasingly enterprise's development direction, and
carries on the essential investment to the brand. They summarized from many successful
brand experiences to "8R" model which namely Regal, Romance, Respect, Reward,
Radiance, Rarity, Renewal and Rein. The former four “R” are mainly from the
perspective of customer to investigate how world-class brand should be serving its target
customers. At the back of the four "R" are from the Angle of enterprise investigation in
establishing world-class brand enterprises should pay special attention to the content.
(Pan, 2005)

Huajun Liu’s model is from economics view to extend the life of brand
management: When we research the life of brand from the Angle of economics, he thinks
that it can be carry on brand management and extend sbrand life from organization
strategy, propagation strategy, terminal strategy and marketing strategy and so on. (Liu,
2007)
Fuguang Wang’s (2001) brand strength ascension patterns: Fuguang thinks that the
central task of brand management is to enhance brand competitiveness. It should run with
the relationship of market, customers, product and enterprise. The specific pattern is
brand positioning, to create brand of customer relationship and establish product
countermeasures and brand evaluation. (Wang, 2001)

2.3 Basic theory of theme park
2.3.1 The connotation of theme park
Widespread attention to this kind of new tourism form, people who pays attention
found that Disneyland is actually in "Storytelling". Now that it’s in a "story", it needs
subject to organize story, plot to express the ups and downs of story, scene to expand the
manipulator of the story. Based on the logic, people notice: "theme, plot, scene" is a new
model of Walt Disney world tourism form an integral part of the three basic elements.
Disney World makes Disneyland "theme, plot, scene" three elements are more
specific and entertainment, it forms the basic criterion five elements of theme park: Story,
Rides, shows, Carnival barkers, shops which makes the theme park conceptualization. It
also laid theme park planning and design, and operation management of the basic pattern
to form a new tourism destination. National Amusement Park History Association defines
the theme Park as "ride facilities, attractions, performance and construction built around a
theme or a group of Amusement Park".
Integrated above the representative definition of theme park, theme park contains the
characteristics theme, which diversification of product structure, creation of a happy
atmosphere. Theme park in some specific governance under the theme of the use of
modern means of science and technology to design some scenarios, for visitors to visual,
auditory and sensory brings the new experience of modern amusement way.

2.3.2 The marketing pattern of theme park

Theme park is a kind of aimed at amusement mimicry environment, has evolved
from the amusement park. At the beginning of the 17th century, Europe started to green
space, square, garden and facilities combined with background music, performances and
exhibitions of recreational garden, is considered the prototype of the amusement park.
Amusement park concept from Europe to the United States soon, quickly became the
amusement park crazy growth fertile soil in the United States, in 1955 people in the
United States Walt Disney with great imagination and creativity, in Los Angeles to create
a happy world of Disney theme park, Disneyland as a specific garden clues, special
amusement activities, and the special atmosphere of the game experience theatrical world,
let visitors easily into the "real" dream of utopia, find happiness and knowledge here, feel
the human achievement, joy and hope, which adds to the amazing charm. It is because of
the success of the Disney theme park, to derive the new tourism marketing model, which
is what we now call the mode of theme park.
The brand of Disneyland has good image, reputation and visibility in customers,
using the Disney brand on theme products, cleverly transfer the consumers’ preferences
and trust on the Disney brand to the new product, rapidly increase the popularity of new
products, so that new products can quickly sweep the market. In addition, Disney has also
developed a series of products with "Disney" themes, including cartoon characters,
themed toys, themed costumes, network products, home appliances, etc., in cooperation
with film, television media, network operators, toy manufacturers and clothing dealers.
These expansion and extension for the Disney company has brought huge profits,
but also further increased the Disney brand awareness and influence. (Yao, 2017)
In terms of life cycle, tourism in China is still at a relatively early stage. Thus, China
has a lot of catching up to do to become more attractive and competitive. In trying to
catch up, one common tactic has been to copy theme parks that have been successfully
developed either elsewhere in the country or internationally. Splendid China in Shenzhen
is onesuch example. (Kaye, 2013)

CHAPTER 3
CURRENT SITUATION OF DISNEY

3.1 The profile of disney company
3.1.1 Disney's profile
The father of Disney Walt Disney builds an empire full of legendary entertainment is
called The Walt Disney Company, and the short name is Disney Company. Disney
company was created by Walt Disney and his brother Roy Disney in the year of 1923. So
far, the Disney Company’s business relates to film and television entertainment, theme
parks, media networks, doll commodities, and other business. It is no exaggeration to say
that The Walt Disney Company is the world's second largest media entertainment
enterprise at present time.
Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Lion King, Winnie the Pooh and many other classical
animal images conquer the generation after generation of people; From Manhattan, New
York, Paris to Hong Kong, Beijing, Tokyo and other cities, Disney stores can be seen
everywhere; Disneyland is known as the world's most happy palace where you can
achieve your dreams. From creative animation to relevant brand consumer goods, then to
the real version of fairy tale world---- Disney theme park. That forms a set of multiple
profit model naturally, and it also the reason why the Walt Disney company is different
from other media giant's core competitiveness.
Disney is a dream factory. It moves the plot and story that people can only dream in
the dreams to the screen, so that people can see with their eyes and feel it straightly. In the
paradise, people will forget many troubles and pressure in their real life, immersed in the
fantastic world created by the paradise, so that people really experience all kinds of joy
and spiritual enjoyment the Disney brings to them. (Jia, 2017)

3.1.2 Disney's historical and cultural background
Any company create their own brand needs to have its own culture and unique
features. It’s a good opportunity that Disney company represents the image of cartoon
character Mickey Mouse as company’s brand. It means that the concept of Disney culture
is happy = wealth. This idea lays a good foundation for Disney company's brand
development, with innovation of Disney cartoon characters continuously, its brand image
is also enriching and perfect constantly. Walt is the King naturally, under his leadership
and radical reform that Disney company expanding business vigorously. So, at the

beginning of initial period, Disney company has demonstrated the structure and size of
entertainment kingdom. The indomitable willpower and persistent attitude of “hero”,
time-varying when new innovation consciousness, pursuing good into a powerful "Disney
spirit" is deeply ingrained in the Walt Disney company which become a kind of
consistent and culture of consistent corporate.
Brand Extension--the Ubiquity of Mickey Mouse
All start from a mouse. A secretary manufacturer took the initiative to find Walt
Disney who wanted to obtain the right to use the "Mickey Mouse” with 300 dollars. Walt
saw the "encounter" into "opportunities", so the Walt Disney company consumable
selling operation arises at the historic moment. Today, the Walt Disney company has
various kinds of consumer goods with wide range. The independent production by Disney
company or rely on another brand authorized manufacturer, from New York, USA; Paris,
France; Tokyo, Japan; Hong Kong, China and around the world, the Disney cartoon
characters can be seen everywhere, Disney consumable proliferates the world nearly, and
now it permeates into our lives.

3.2 Disney: paradise built in American culture
3.2.1 The first Disneyland in Los Angeles, USA
There were two major reasons to make Walt build an amusement park:
One of the reason was that Hollywood began to rise in the early 1920 s, it developed
into an American film center gradually. The idea of Walt was to make visitors who
travelled to Hollywood every year can be able to “came with interest and went back with
fulfilling”. He wanted to build an amusement park relevant to movies in Hollywood,
rather than visit a few pictures or take a look at the film equipment.
Another reason was that Walt always take his daughter to amusement park for play.
Then he found children were playing, but the adults were lazy and bored. Walt’s
conception of amusement park was a paradise where adult and children can enjoy
themselves. So, Walt ready to develop a new business-- amusement park. A large number
of tourists in Hollywood, awareness of Disney's brand, and many other factors, let Walt
believe that to build a theme park was a boundless opportunity.
The place of park was selected in Anaheim, a citrus orchard with area of 65 hectares
at the suburb of Los Angeles. The price of land was low with vast area. Though it was far
away to Los Angeles, but there was a highway less than thousand meter. In other words,
the transportation was convenient. Walt summed "Disneyland" concept as “the happiest

place in the world”. Disney opened as scheduled on July 13, 1955. Disney World covers
an area of 182 acres with the cost of $17 million. Such a huge task just completed in 11
months, that can be a shocking miracle. Therefore, the Disney in Los Angeles became the
world's first modern large-scale theme park.
Disneyland created the myth of passenger flow in the opening seven weeks' time and
received 1 million visitors. After six months, the number of passenger flow reached more
than 3 million. The famous of Disney World was so quick that it became the first choice
for tourist travel to Hollywood even United States. It was worth mentioning that political
leaders who visit the United States were generally going to Disney to visit. It was enough
to show success and charm of Disney theme park. Disney theme park as a new kind of
entertainment and leisure way was a happy experience for both adults and children. It was
the happy paradise in the world.

3.2.2 The success of American culture
With the Los Angeles Disneyland successfully established, it marked the Disney
animation production as industry development. The official development of the park has
attracted many tourists from all over the world to 1955, whether children or adults, they
all love Disney park. Walt Disney, the founder of Disney is authentic American, so he has
deeply understanding of local culture of United States. That is reason why prototyping as
classical animation image of "Mickey Mouse" and "Donald Duck" to movies can win the
market. At the same time, it also determines Americans receive Disney World smoothly
and quickly.
There is beautiful environment and clean streets in Disneyland; Bright flowers and
green grass everywhere, that provide a playground to contact with natural environment
intimately to American who has keen on environmental protection. The children are free
to play in the park, here are some games and fantasy games they like. The park contains a
variety of performances, fairy tales, legends, music, drama, dance and play and so on
which are fond of by American. In addition, the park adds adventure and innovative
entertainment facilities for Americans specially. The staff works at park say English,
English used in the United States and surrounding areas so the obstacle of communication
between employees and visitors won’t happen. It will attract more tourists from
surrounding regions and countries.
It’s one of the biggest attraction of Disney culture —Easy, Leisure and happiness, at
the same time, it also the core and soul of Disney develop successfully for a long time. In

order to enable customers to enjoy the joyful atmosphere, Walt do the first thing is to
make everyone happy who worked at The Walt Disney company. Everyone plays into the
image of cartoon characters, and convey their happiness to every visitor, let them has
deep infection. The success of Disneyland reflects the essence of American culture
officially. As Walt Disney said, "as long as there is still room for imagination, Disneyland
will never be completed".

3.2.3 Orlando Disney: The biggest dream Disney world
On November 15, 1965, Walt Disney first time describe his ideal of "The world in
the future" publicly. He said: "The Walt Disney company will build a Disneyland magic
world in Orlando which lovelier than California--Walt Disney world. It not only has a
theme park, but also equipped with facilities such as hotels, campsites, motel, in which
everyone can enjoy swimming, dream".
After five years of intensive work, "Disney World" finally opened on October 1,
1971. "Disney World" is formed with seven different styles of theme park, six of golf
clubs and six theme hotels. It has four large theme parks, that are: Disney--the future
world, Disney--the animal kingdom, Disney's Hollywood studios, Disney magic
kingdom. Besides, there are two water parks (snowstorm, typhoon lake beach), 32 resort
hotels (including 22 runs by Disney World), and 784 campsites. The total area of Disney
World is 124 square kilometers, and to completed with a total of $766 million dollars, so
Orlando Disney becomes America's largest Disneyland.

3.3 Tokyo Disney: first overseas Disneyland
Tokyo Disneyland is located in the suburbs apart from the Tokyo ten miles away.
With 11 years of operation, it has attracted many tourists. Just in the year of 1993, Asian
tourists reached as high as 1.6 million. Domestic facilities layout almost identical to the
Disney in United States that full of English marks and the stars and stripes of the United
States.
The scale of Tokyo Disneyland is larger than the park in United States which
includes seven areas: “world market", "agentries’ of paradise ", "western paradise",
"animal world", "dreamland", "cartoon city" and "Tomorrowland". Into the door, the
towering "Cinderella castle" invite you into the fairy tale world, "fantasy palace ","
adventure ","Legend palace", "the palace" overwhelmed. Dream scene, the popular
cartoon characters, all kinds of pick War limit of amusement projects attract a large

number of tourists.
Disney's former chief executive Michael who think many solutions on the operation
and management, has adopted a series of measures to perfect the Tokyo Disneyland. He
inherited the concept "Disneyland built forever" launched by Walt Disney, to image shape
and rich land constantly, to launch exciting new rides for endless pursuit of innovation
and development.
The business model of Disneyland has been very successful in the United States, so
the Walt Disney company decided to embark on the expansion of overseas markets as a
way to spread American culture to the world. Since Japan Disneyland was built in 1983,
people attendance increased year by year. In 1984 the number of visitors has from 10
million to 22.05 million, only in the first half of 2003, the number is beyond history
record with $100 per capita consumption about. Tokyo Disneyland theme park makes
innovation on the basis of United States, finally built a “adventure and imagination” as
the concept of Tokyo Disneyland ocean. This park becomes the unique park in the world
which conjoined the land and sea. The revisit rate of Tokyo Disneyland is quite high, it
nearly more than 96%. Many tourists in more than 10 times, and 16% of visitors is more
revisit for 30 times. Besides, most of these visitors are come from Japan. It’s amazing
phenomenon that domestic tourists account for about 95% of the total number of tourists
typically.
So, we should think the reason why Japan and United States has different cultural
background of countries, but the Japan Disney could easily be accepted by Japanese and
achieve amazing successful？Most Japanese think the United States is very strong, and at
the second world war, Japan was totally defeated by United States. After war, the United
States has spare no effort to help Japan construct economic and make a transformation for
Japanese government. That had a profound impact for Japanese. Especially the generation
born after second world war, they accepted American culture and education since
childhood, the behavior of inculcation was also the American spirit. During the adverse
conditions of depression, birth rates decline, the number of children to reduce of Japan.
Tokyo Disneyland still outshine others, so to say the Tokyo Disneyland is longevity. In
Japan, Tokyo Disneyland and Fuji has been the famous tourist resort.

3.4 Paris Disney：Disney world's setback
Thanks to Disney‟ film success, the Western European audience already was
familiar with Disney entertainment and merchandise. From 1983 through 1987, the

company searched for sited in the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Spain, and Italy. In
the end, the choices were narrowed down to Costa del Sol in Spain and Paris in France.
Although Spain had more favorable climate, France had a larger population and a
spectacular transportation network. Since Tokyo Disneyland, which located in a coldweather climate and virtually the same latitude as Paris, was a success, the company
believed that it would also work in Paris. Thus, Paris was selected to be the site of their
fourth theme park.
The site for Paris Disneyland is a parcel of prime suburban real estate in a
mushrooming region called Marne-la-Vallée. The 4,400-acre site is one-fifth of Paris itself. Marne-la-Vallée is located in an ideal geographic location since it is 20 miles due
east of the center of Paris and is halfway between the two international airports of Orly
and Roissy-Charles-de-Gaulle. More than 17 million of 350 million Europeans can go to
the Paris Disneyland within two hours by car and 310 million can fly creating a “denser
mar-ket that the Untied States” . Due to the convenient transportation sys-term, Paris
offers Euro Disneyland large potential guests and employees. What`s more, by that time,
Europe was suffering high unemployment. Euro Disneyland was welcomed by local
people since they offered 12,000 new positions. (Burgoyne, 2007)
After the Walt Disney company achieves great success in Japan with overseas
development strategy, Disney executives believe that the overseas development strategy
can be continue. Disney pays an attention on Europe and France is chosen as the second
Disney World overseas. In the investment of $4.4 billion, Paris Disneyland opens in
1992. It includes "the street", "adventure playground", "dreamland", "found paradise",
"paradise edge domain" and so on five major areas. However, with different expected
crowded scene, it suffered embarrassing at the beginning of opening. There are few
people to visit park, so Paris Disneyland lost nearly $900 million a year.
After that, the situation of Paris Disneyland is loss-making gloomily. Contrast with
Japan Disneyland, only 40% of French tourists to visit this park. By the end of 1994, the
European Disneyland total lost $2 billion. Paris Disneyland has become the only failures
to Disneyland.
Investigate its reason, the Walt Disney company considers it’s indeed careful and
cautious at the beginning of construction of Disneyland Paris. But they ignore the
important factors of culture. Tokyo and Paris Disneyland are overseas operations, but
encounters different treatment, the mainly the factors are culture.

Disney's policymakers are use the experience of United States simply, that is to say
the European Disney company follows California Disneyland from construction to
management completely. They do not take into account that there is a huge cultural
difference between Europe and United States. The reason using this experience to Japan
is unique that Japan was defeated at the second world war. There is no denying that
Japan’s economic was restarted with the help of United States. There is a kind of
psychological criticism that in the younger generation of Japan, they have a strong
identity to American culture. Edith is opened in 1983, at that time Tokyo is in the period
of economic take-off. Meanwhile, the United States is model of affluent societies in
Japanese mind. And, with the development of Japanese economy, Japanese begins to pay
close attention to world culture, Tokyo Disney has become the symbol of many people in
the world culture. Therefore, Tokyo Disneyland is welcomed by the Japanese when it
opens.
From the point of economy, the host country—Japan and France, though they have
highest level of consumption in addition to United States in the world today, but the
cultural background of them are different.
Not only the capital of France, Paris is also the origin of modern European culture
and the place culture gathers. Compared with the modern European culture, American
culture is a short history. It’s hard for American Culture to break the traditional culture of
European and bases in Paris. Different from American culture's popularity in Japan,
Europeans had some repellency to English national culture, so American Culture is
difficult to digest in France. And In the process of construction of Disneyland Paris, The
French from all walks of life are opposed to the construction of Disneyland and it’s called
the nuclear leak "culture" of the United States.
In addition, the Europeans have a strong sense of culture protection. They do not
spare a glance at American culture invades them. So, from the various standards of
commercial, Paris Disneyland has a great gap with expectation. Non-acclimatization is
natural thing at Paris. The Walt Disney company adjusts the Paris Disneyland finally.
They fade the color appropriately and make an effort to combine with local culture. For
example, rename campus facilities according to French science fiction writer Jules
Verne’s works. In constant efforts, Paris Disneyland out of the woods gradually.

3.5 Hong Kong Disneyland: first Disneyland in China
On November 1999, Hong Kong attracted the spotlight on the international stage

withits decision to join the kingdom of Disney. After 6 years, in September 2005, Hong
KongDisneyland opened. Hong Kong International Theme Parks Limited (HKTP), an
entityjointly owned by the Walt Disney Company and the Hong Kong Government,
raisedHK $ 3.3 billion (approximately US $ 425 million) in the syndicated loan market
tofinance part of the construction and operation of its Hong Kong Disneyland ThemePark
& Resort.
Lantau Island, a big island west of Hong Kong, was chosen to be the location of the
new Disneyland. Lantau Island is conveniently situated between central Hong Kong and
the new airport of Hong Kong and it is one of the few places in Hong Kong that remains
less commercialized and globalized. (Esty, 2001)
The Walt Disney company and Hong Kong Special Administrative Region have
negotiations to construction of Hong Kong Disneyland in In February 1992. Hong Kong
Disneyland officially started On January 12, 2003, it plans to cost 14.1 billion Hong Kong
dollars to build Disneyland. The design of Disney is completed by the team of fantasy
engineers of Disney. Mickey Mouse takes six years to successfully complete the journey
from the United States to Hong Kong, China, and it opens on September 12, 2005
officially.
In order to avoid the situation happened in Paris Disneyland, Disney's policymakers
choose to fully use the "localization strategy” of the construction of Hong Kong
Disneyland. To integrated into Chinese culture skillfully, in paradise, in addition to the
"Mickey Mouse", "Donald Duck", "Snow White" and another well-known Disney classic
cartoon image, it also increases the heroine "Mulan" in China; Mickey Mouse putting on
the tang suit; Donald Duck wearing embroidered shoes; Sleeping Beauty with a red rope,
they jump Chinese national dance. The Walt Disney company in Hong Kong Disneyland
opens Chinese food store, souvenir is tailored for Chinese.
Before the opening, Hong Kong Disneyland has already to start avalanche of
propaganda, and also develop a detailed marketing plan. A third marketing plan for Hong
Kong, China, a third for the Chinese mainland, a third for other Asian countries and
regions. The Walt Disney company see mainland of China as a key object. To
communicate relevant matters of mainland with Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region, they approve to arrange immediate transit bus and set up a direct "train" Disney
park. At the same time, Hong Kong Disneyland invites Jacky Chaung who serves as
honorary ambassador and enjoys a high popularity in Asia entertainment. He sings the
theme song-- let the magic fly which achieves good publicity effect.

The most effect way among various kinds of marketing measures is the advantage of
admission price. Hong Kong Disneyland’s ticket price is the lowest in five Disneyland:
adult daily price is 295 Hong Kong dollars, fare holidays’ price is 350 Hong Kong
dollars; Children aged 3-11 years daily price is 210 Hong Kong dollars, holiday price is
250 Hong Kong dollars; The children who under 3 years old is free to admission. And
serve as reference to compare with adult fare, California Disneyland price is 388 Hong
Kong dollars; Orlando Disney World price is 427 Hong Kong dollars; Tokyo Disneyland
price is 393 Hong Kong dollars; Paris Disneyland price is 383 Hong Kong dollars.
Hong Kong Disneyland receives more than 5.6 million tourists and 1 billion dollars
in revenue at the first year of open. Now, the operating conditions of Hong Kong Disney
is good.

3.6 Shanghai Disney: first Disneyland in mainland China
On June 16, 2016, China's first Disney theme park officially opens which is located
in Pudong new area, Shanghai rivers sand new town. It's the second in China, the first in
mainland China, the third in Asia, and the world's sixth Disney theme park.
Shanghai Disneyland has seven major theme parks: Mickey Street, Fantasy,
Adventure Island, Treasure Bay Garden, Tomorrow the World, the Illusion World, Toy
Story; Two theme hotels: Shanghai Disneyland hotel, toy story; A metro station: Disney
station; And there are many global starting rides. The speed of light will become the
world's Disney theme park in the first scenic spot. “Twelve friends garden" is the world
first in garden of Shanghai Disneyland, it includes12 large Mosaic murals which depict
the incarnation of the Chinese zodiac vividly such as Disney and Disney's Pixar
animation. Tourists can find their own zodiac image from the mural wall. In China, the
Chinese zodiac plays the important in our lives, so we can say Disney Grab our
psychology.
The daily ticket price of Shanghai Disney is 370 RMB; peaking day’s price is 499
RMB which suitable for holidays, weekend (on Saturday and Sunday), and summer
vocation from July to August every year. Children (height 1.0 meters to 1.4 meters,
includes1.4 meters), more than 65 one full year of life and the elderly, the disabled
visitors can enjoy nation-level discount to buy tickets. Height 1.0 meters, and the
following infants and young children can be free. In addition, the present purchase two
days will be entitled for a total of ninety percent discount.

From June 6, 2018, Shanghai Disneyland in Shanghai Disney resort will display
level 3 structure, respectively: on weekdays, peak day and peak day holiday. Shanghai
Disneyland ticket price is 399 RMB. Demand higher peak day (including the summer
vacation, most of the weekends and holidays) ticket price is 575 RMB. Demand higher
peak day two holidays (i.e., National Day holiday during the Spring Festival) ticket price
is 665 RMB.
On June 16, 2017, the Shanghai Disney resort in the opening week, Walt Disney
company's chairman and chief executive Robert. Igor announced that Shanghai
Disneyland resort has received more than 11 million tourists.

CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK AND EMPIRICAL STUDY

4.1 Analysis framework
This article uses and refers to Geert Hofstede’s five dimensions of cultural
differences: individualism & collectivism; power distance; uncertainty avoidance; sexism
& feminism; long-tern orientation & short orientation. The five dimensions and Zheng
Fan are based on system civilization of ice model as a theoretical basis for analysis. Based
on the research framework, this paper focus on the Disney theme parks in the overseas
markets: Tokyo Disneyland in Japan, Disneyland Paris in France, Hong Kong Disneyland
and China Shanghai Disneyland in the brand operation and make an empirical analysis of
the cross-cultural management.
Five dimensions of cultural differences of Geert Hofstede
Individualism & Collectivism
Individualism refers to a loose social structure, each person only care about their
own personal interests and free to choose their own Action. Assuming that the people
only cares about himself and his closest family members; And collectivism is a close
group of people in social group which they are divided into internal and external.
Everyone must take their interests into account, and they are expecting to take care of
themselves in that group, whereas that they should absolute loyalty to the internal groups.
From the point of management, in the company which is collective tendency, managers
will encourage employees to take an active part in decision-making when decisionmaking. It takes a long time to achieve decision-making, but the execution and implement
decisions rapidly. It’s derived from every employee takes participate in decision-making
process, then they will understand the content and aim of decision-making. However, in a
company with individualism tendency, managers always be arbitrary. Though decisionmaking is rapidly, execution implementation need to spend a lot of time. That’s managers
have to spend more time to explain the purpose and content of their decisions.
Power Distance
Power distance refers to degree of unequal distribution of power, such as a social
organization for the distribution of power would be acceptable. Large power distance
culture, representing the subordinates for the superior has a strong dependence. People
wants their boss is an open, and benevolent dictator, on the contrary, in small power
distance culture, participation and decision-making autonomy under the degree is higher,
there are corresponding autonomy within the category of the duties.

Uncertainty Avoidance.
The tendency of uncertainty avoidance influences an organization to make its
activities which need the degree of structure, it is an influence to attitude when faces risk.
In the organization of a high uncertainty avoidance, organizations always build complex
working conditions, to process and specification to cope with the uncertainty,
management is mainly for work and task oriented, managers make decisions to go
routing. In a weak uncertainty avoidance organization, less emphasis on control, work
rules and the process of standardization’s degree is low.
Sexism & Feminism
Male and female degrees and long-term orientation on two dimensions also affect
the tube in different extent Richard’s decision in cultural values. Masculine culture is
beneficial the social behavior, such as power, control, access and social behavior. As
opposed to temperament culture, there more conducive to personal, emotional and quality
of life.
Long-tern Orientation & Short Orientation.
The long-term and short-term explorative will indicate a country and the nationality
to the long-term and the short-term benefit values.
A long-term oriented culture and society mainly oriented to future which more
emphasis on considering future, approach things with investigate dynamic point; pay
attention on saving; thrift and reserves; Leave room to do anything. Such as saving habits
and adhere to the force. Short-term orientation of culture and society is geared to needs
the past and present which focusing on the immediate interests, pay more attention on
respect for tradition, certain social responsibility; the most importance is interests of the
current in management; the superior performance of subordinate’s cycle is short, hope to
be able to immediately, more eager. (Hofstede, 2001)
Zheng Fan’s Vertical "Ice Model" Theory
According to the study by vertical "ice model" of Zheng Fan, that’s describe a kind
of management model which survival of the environment civilization, as well as
management pattern based on a system of civilization. In turn, respectively is revealed in
"layer" snow outside; As if a secret "frozen layer”; Hidden in the deep of the water layer.
As the ice melts mutual penetration between them; Civilization, pattern is also existing
between mutual penetration, rejection, or impose.

Different management mode or civilizations always existing three kinds of
relationships: repel each other, mutual penetration or imposed. Therefore, there are three
basic ways in cross-cultural management: “parallel/coexist” that is “localization” strategy,
“include/cover” namely “the global standardization” strategy, “cross/fusion” is the
strategy of “globalization”. The first way is “localization” strategy, multinational
companies will be as a heterogeneous market around the world. According to the
characteristics of each segment of market and consumers' needs, they will design and
product different productions or provide different services. The Second way is “global
standardization” strategy, multinational companies will be regarded as a homogeneous
global market which products and sales standardized products and services all over the
world to pursuit the scale of competitive advantage economies. The third way is “global
localization” strategy refers to the multinational companies to invest abroad which with
local social and cultural integration. They will use the method of both sides can accept.
(Zheng, 2010)
About Disney company in overseas markets such as Japan, Paris, Hong Kong and
Shanghai, and you’ll see the research of these Disneyland brand management and crosscultural management in later empirical analysis. This article from the local consumers'
consumption psychology and behavior analysis to discuss different ways in Japan, Paris,
Hong Kong and Shanghai Disney market which is based on cultural considerations and
theme park in the relationship between globalization and localization, and it also based on
cultural characteristics are analyzed. In the fifth chapter, it sums up the development of
cross-cultural management problems Shanghai Disneyland faced and put forward
solutions.

4.2 The empirical research
4.2.1 The characteristics of consumer culture
Japanese Consumers Agree with American Culture
Japan is a nation with strong comprehensive which combines traditional oriental
culture and modern western culture. Japanese can accept modern culture is mainly due to
the decision by Japanese nationalism. They are good at learning other countries, such as
at the period of Meiji restoration era, they absorb and accept western culture that makes
modern Japan towards a rich way. By this we can see that Japanese has highly agree with
American culture. For example, after the second world war, United States help Japan to
rebuild so that Japan's economic development rapidly and become the world's economic
power country. Japanese people are sincerely grateful to the United States in this respect,
thus they have worship and identity for the United States by inside and outside. They

think United States is the hero who save Japan. In this environment, Disney choose Japan
as the first Disney theme park in the countries overseas is a typical representative of
American culture. Disney company can easily expand the market in Japan.
Though when Disney settled in Tokyo, many Japanese didn’t understand Disney
animated character. It’s a new experience for them of theme park. But Disney on behalf
of American culture, the theme park was quickly accepted by the Japanese. This is one of
the main park success factors.
Besides, Japanese advocates collectivism, children loves to attend activities
organized by school.
This cultural tendency also promotes consumption of cultural characteristics which
bring large profits for Disney. It makes Disney's success in Japan is an inevitable trend.
The accomplishment of Ocean Park brings the tourists’ interest to revisit Disneyland.
According to the statistics, Tokyo Disneyland revisit rate more than 90%, more than ten
times tourists make up about half, even there are tourists revisit 30 times accounted all the
tourists for 16%. And domestic tourists are generally accounted for about 95% of the
total. The reason why Tokyo Disneyland revisit rate is so high that they like travel with
family. It also lay Tokyo Disney’s location of the first in Asia
French Consumer Rejection of American Culture
France is a country with rich cultural heritage, so it has always keep its unique
cultural superiority in western world. Looking from the history, French has a strong sense
of national pride, with noble and strong self-esteem. The acceptance of foreign affairs and
product is not very high. French government strengthen the protection and support for
their own culture vigorously, just liking protect France as his own native language away
from the infringement of outside world. The Frenchman's “anti-American sentiment” has
profound ideological, cultural origin and social basis. In their eyes, mass culture is
“common culture” or “culture”. They cannot delimit equal-sign point between think
globalization and Americanization. French exclusives American culture from the deep
heart, they think American Culture is commercial or fast food culture and Euro Disney is
a kind of cultural imperialism which may impact their own culture to be instead.
There is a big distinction between French culture and American culture. In
personality, French is more perceptual, freedom and advocate romantic life, they pay
attention to the quality of life and affection between people. The Americans are more

rational, practical and efficient to do things, and their pace of life is relatively fast. Under
this kind of difference, Disney company wants to use their habits to constraint French,
there is no doubt that it will contribute conflict and contradiction between France and
United States Culture. And the values, eating habits and daily communication is difficult
to accepted by French. At the same time, the Disney company does not do the study and
research of French, rather than comply with American model.
Cultural differences causing failure of Disneyland Paris business, show as following
aspects:
Verbal Communication
Disneyland in Paris requires staff to speak English, but French think French has been
the gentlest language in the word. So, it causes communication disorders between French
and Staff.
Tourists Stay Time is Different
The Walt Disney company thinks the paid holiday of European countries is more,
but average staying in Paris Disney of Europeans always or two day and a night. They
basically arrive to the morning and left in the second day. While the average of American
tourists stays always for four days. This difference is mainly caused by the number of the
parking lot. Compared with United States has more than one parking lot, Euro Disney is
only one parking lot, and plus with high parking fees, European tourists come and go in a
hurry.
Eating Habits
Disney company thinks Europeans don't have the habit of eating breakfast, and
fewer restaurants and fast food in the park can't meet most French people who needs
nutritious breakfast. And in the area, there is not allowed to provide alcohol and alcoholic
beverages which do not conform to the life habits of Europeans. Unlike American, wine
is an essential part of everyday life in Europe that don’t drink is considered to be
incomplete. While American thinks that drinking is a sign of indulgence, underage
drinking is a illegal behavior. Disneyland does not provide the behavior of alcoholic
drinks is considered by French that American don't respect the traditional culture and
human rights violations of them.
Disney French exist on the details of the cultural conflict
Why the Walt Disney company backlash by French, the reason is that cultural
conflict harms to Frenchman's self-esteem. French attaches great importance to history
and tradition and has a deep feeling on the land. But at that time, Disney company bought

the best farmland with below-market prices. French with strong national complex think
this kind of behavior is a cultural imperialism invasion. In addition, there exists some
detail problems with improper handling to make French misunderstand and reject Disney
culture. Especially at the beginning contract negotiation stage about the terms of garden,
American use lawyers to insure business of rights and obligations are clear. But French
business is based on mutual affection and trust with each other, they cannot easily use a
lawyer in the business activities. In this aspect, French thinks American has distrust
attitude. The Walt Disney company ask employee to requirement with standards, such as
the strict dress code, requirements, hair and jewelry. But French think that kind of
requirement is a contempt of French fashion.

Chinese and Western Values
Main culture advocate Confucian doctrine, they think people are alive in relationship
with others. As a result, they attach great importance to others for their own behavior of
expectation and reaction. While western culture emphasis on individual, centered on “I”.
We should think and make decisions for our own and live the way on his own. In these
two distinct cultural aspects of their consumption idea is mainly manifested in the
following aspects:
Full conformity with the pursuit of personality
Chinese eating, wearing, using and other consumption are to follow the local
customs, culture and social norms. To consistent with the corresponding social class. The
motivation of buying consumer goods is no longer to meet the needs of their own but
liking others. Many Chinese consumers embodied in the actual life consumption idea is to
compare. While westerners’ spending habits show individual character and pursuit
unique.
"Face" consumption and meet the self
In Chinese mind, self-esteem occupies a very important position. That shows up
through other people’s respect and recognition. Therefore, Chinese makes no effort to
hang on consumption with face. Westerners self-centered, consumption generally start
from meet the needs of their own, they pay attention to the convenient and practical.
Conformism and New Adventures
Routine work and take risks are Chinese cultural characteristic. The Chinese isn’t
willing to propose something new and different. In Consumption, they always embody on
pay attention to experience and to brand. They need a period of time to accept new things.

it is likely they accept the opinions of others, let others to make their own decisions.
Westerners have adventurous spirit, willing to come out on top. Treatment of fresh things
more trust their own judgment, rarely considering the experience of others. Think humans
in constant progress, new things are better than the old together, to be advanced.
Thrift and enjoy life
Thrift is the traditional virtue of Chinese nation, and luxury consumption is regarded
as consumption of shortcomings in life, that rise to the problem of moral quality. The
consumption idea of the west think that life is to enjoy, they attach great importance to
the current consumption, and enjoys in a timely manner.
Live within your means and consumption in advance
Living within your means is the Chinese consumer criterion. They carry out in a
planned way according to their own ability. Westerners have optimism confident to
future. In their view, its right thing that consumption and liabilities are very normal in
advance. Therefore, Chinese for future to spend the money now, while westerners
consumes in advance the money in the future.
Heavy practical with form
Affected by the idea of frugality, Chinese pays more attention to practical value
and use value of the products value on the consumption. To compare the value of inner
practical value goods and not to care about it whether the external form of beauty.
Westerners are very note heavy form, especially as the aesthetic value of the goods, the
exterior packaging quality is very important for them.

4.2.2 The way of Disney enters overseas markets
The Disney Franchise Ways in Japan
Different from the local Disney in United States, Tokyo Disneyland is the first
Disney company franchise of the theme park which from transaction such as site
selection, construction and investment are not made by decision of the Walt Disney
company. Its ownership and management rights are not belonging to the Walt Disney
company, the Walt Disney company gains from just a year from licensing fees.
In Anaheim and Orlando, Disney company are "out-of-pocket" to pay for the huge
cost of construction. Disneyland in Tokyo Disney franchise, not investing in a cent, but it
got 10% of Tokyo Disneyland tickets income, food, drinks, souvenirs and other products
sales income of 5%, this brought considerable economic benefits for Disney. “Way of

franchising" is undoubtedly a significant innovation, this method greatly reduces the risk
of investment in Disneyland.
Disney in France Take the Way of the Method of Joint Venture
The Disney company looking to Europe when Disney succeeded in Japan. After a
long period of investigation and research more than two hundred places, they determined
the Paris, France finally. Disneyland was the first independent expansion that from
beginning of the location to development and construction are authorized by the Walt
Disney company.
The geographical position of Marne Valley in Paris is superior, and Paris is
remarkable tourist city, so the popularity of visitors is guaranteed. At the same time,
French government provided land, finance, infrastructure, such as a full range of
preferential and support to be settled in Disneyland in Paris. In 1995, two sides of them
signed an agreement, French government allowed the Walt Disney company to buy1943
hectares of land with19.7 billion francs and to provide $7.5 billion in low-interest loans to
the Walt Disney company. In addition, French government to undertake construction of
high-speed railway, subway extension suburb to improve the park facilities such as a
number of infrastructure projects. The Disney company has property rights. The Disney
company owns a 49% stake in Disneyland Paris, the right of profit sharing, and get 10%
of the total annual franchise fee and 5% of sales revenue.
“Homer sometimes nods.” The Walt Disney company after careful consideration
and careful decision but ignored the cultural factors only. The same as operation overseas,
it is because cultural differences and conflicts, led to the Paris Disney failed.
Disney in Hong Kong and Shanghai to Joint Venture with the Government and the Way
of Franchising
Through the difference situation of Japan and Paris made the Walt Disney company
realized that they cannot simply copy United States operation model.
According the agreement signed with Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
and Disney company, the SAR government's profit is partly based on tickets income
section, however in the process of ticket part that tickets for tourists account for only
about fifty percent. In addition, Hong Kong government needs to pay high deduction of
royalty each year. Based on this situation, Hong Kong Disneyland with successive years
deficit since the opening. Needless to say, dividends to shareholders. Secondly, other
affiliated businesses of Disney company, such as Disney hotel, charge Disney channel as

a package of project introduction, and this part of the profit also has nothing to do with
the SAR government. Hong Kong's legislative council by the financial arrangement of the
Disneyland expansion plans on July 10, 2009, Hong Kong government will be in debt
exchange disguised capital injection for 6.25 billion Hong Kong dollars, and the bonus
also changed slightly. Disney stationed senior management team at the project of Hong
Kong Disneyland, they provided the right to use brand, but they scraped 7% fee of this
brand. China provides all of the middle managers and ordinary employees that is a joint
venture of the theme park to the United States to pay royalties, production costs, etc.
As for the Shanghai Disneyland, they choose to make a concession. In addition to
Shanghai municipal government have a say in the operation, The Disney hands over its
57% stake to Chinese government, it includes hotel, restaurant and merchandise sales
income in the gardens. Chinese government has run the management of the company's
30% stake in the Disney resort area. And at the same time in the Disney Channel (Disney
Channel) to make concessions on exclusivity.
Disney company in order to avoid a repeat from the former experience of Paris
Disneyland. They make a fully considered in the process of operation to the cultural
factors which using the "localization strategy".

4.2.3 The combination of globalization and localization of the theme park
Japanese Disney for Localization
Tokyo Disney's business model is mainly to build a kind of Japanese atmosphere.
The success of Tokyo Disney is a direct result of the park transformation in a way. The
transformation makes Disney cartoon image of the Japanese and American style as part of
the country. Tokyo Disneyland renames the United States street as the market in the
world, it is catered to Japanese keen to buy souvenirs as gifts for family and friends.
In the traditional Disney amusement project, “Disney castle mystery tour” is in
accordance with Japanese pop haunted houses and other historical legends. The
mysterious journey in the city "Cinderella" fort is exclusive to Tokyo Disneyland which is
a story about hero and the wicked. Cartoon characters in the Tokyo Disneyland will hold
mitzvah for Tokyo teenagers, this can do in Rome as Rome is also reflects the Japanese
localization. The climate of Japan is mainly with wet rain master more. Therefore, many
buildings in Disney World are suited with the top, and it convenience for tourists to
corridor between buildings. In order to fully reflect the Japanese characteristic in the
process of operation, the choice of the design of the rides are painstakingly. People are

used to watch the cherry blossoms in Japan, for whole family picnic and watch the
scenery. Thus, the theme park opens up a large picnic area meet the demand of Japanese
tourists.
Tokyo Disneyland has made adapt to the local diet adjustment. The Japan's first
Disneyland hotel opening in 2000, this hotel designed the style of Japanese traditional
wedding hall especially.
In order to solve some older Japanese tourists doesn't seem to agree with western fast
food, after adjustment of the diet culture that paradise with different styles of restaurants
and cafes to satisfy the tastes of different visitors.
In Tokyo Disneyland, each travel guide or street has two kinds of Japanese and
English which adjust for some certain amusement attractions. Near doorway, it also adds
with characteristic of Japanese etiquette culture bow smile a respectful etiquette. That is
to say, Disneyland concept of perfect fusion with Japanese characteristics at the same
time.
The French Disney Positive Improvement Strategies
The Walt Disney company made style and management to continuously improve and
perfect.
Starting in 1999, Disney company management of the park have done many cultural
adjustments.
Changing the Disneyland from Europe to Paris. Paris is on behalf of the romantic
and fashionable city name for the French people's sense of self-identity.
Increasing the French as working language, at the same time equipped with
multilingual tour guide service to tourists in other European countries.
Intensifying the building of localization to launch project with French and European
culture characteristic. Fading the color appropriate to the local culture and French fusion,
whether the design of the castle, streets, structure of the vulture ACTS the role of the
flowerbeds and trees, with other Disney World is different, it has the feeling of European
medieval royal garden. Liking according to the French science fiction writer Jules
Verne’s works to rename the campus facilities.

Between meals to sell wine. In order to cater to the eating habits of people in Europe,
in the park of American restaurants specialized in food, alcoholic drinks and suitable for
European tastes rich breakfast, etc. which meets the demand of European garden. Taking
these measures, Paris Disneyland business conditions gradually improved, finally it turn a
profit in 1995, the park hotel occupancy is increasing constantly. At the same time, make
the operating costs of tourists also fell 20%. The operations of Disneyland Paris in step by
step out of the woods.
Hong Kong Disneyland Localization Improvement Measures
Adjust the marketing plan
The sale campaign which called as “hail to the Hong Kong” has held in November
2005, and it provided price reduction 50 Hong Kong dollars for one month. There are
three important holidays on the Chinese mainland "golden week": The Spring Festival,
May Day and eleven. That is the best time to go out for travelling. We will do our best to
help mainland tourists consumption potential during the holidays, students together with
parents to join amusement park is a lot of a group of potential visitors. Hong Kong
Disneyland should change marketing plan, strengthen the communication with the travel
agency. Chinese mainland tourists prefer for decades in organized way to travel through a
travel agency, the American and European travel mode is quite different. Hong Kong
Disneyland's target audience: A third of the local passengers, there are about more than
80% of the ticket booking are made by local residents. A third mainland tourist, as key
areas in south China, influenced by Hong Kong; Most visitors will choose other parts of
the group travel, a small part will choose to travel by myself, China meeting, and
incentive travel will account for the proportion of a few percentage points. One-third of
the southeast Asia tourist: Hong Kong Disneyland has some corresponding strategies to
transfer part of Tokyo Disneyland visitors. The customer demand for different region, the
Disney company also continue to take appropriate management measures, in order to
increase the number of visitors, to improve the operation ability of Hong Kong
Disneyland.
Increase the garden area and add new entertainment project to attract local visitors and
tourists.
As the world's fifth Disney theme park, Hong Kong Disneyland is the world's
smallest. It covers area of 1.26 square kilometers with four theme parks, twenty-one
projects in the beginning.
And Los Angeles Disneyland has eight, Orlando Disney World and Tokyo has
seven, Paris Park has five theme parks. The project facilities are much more than the

Hong Kong Disneyland. Therefore, during the period of 2006-2008, Hong Kong Disney
added new infrastructure projects in succession, in order to attract more visitors from
local residents, some inland and southeast Asia, to increase the revisit rate.
The traditional culture of fusion with Chinese characteristics.
Culture as an important factor in the Disney brand localization which is needed to
construct and manage of Hong Kong Disneyland as a aspect of the important
considerations. In order to adapt to Chinese, especially the characteristics of local culture
in Hong Kong, Hong Kong Disney made a lot of cultural adjustment in a timely manner.
Because of the Hong Kong people convinced that the geomantic learn, therefore, in the
park at the entrance of site selection, the distribution of the theme park, the design of the
paradise of the streets, shops, even restaurants towards the doors, Windows, and even
where the cash register, it takes Feng Shui Master. In the park, with characteristics of
China's cultural tradition, park in the style of Chinese architecture. Especially in Hong
Kong designer after Beijing, Suzhou, on-the-spot investigation and inspiration, had the
Hong Kong Disneyland walks in scene of Chinese garden style. Tourists from the
mainland on the other side, taking into consideration the diet needs, eight in the park there
are two restaurants serving Chinese food restaurant.
Hong Kong Disneyland shows other style with Chinese characteristics which is
cooperating with Chinese traditional festivals, such as the lunar New Year and MidAutumn festival, Hong Kong Disneyland specially designed a series of "tradition and
innovation in the New Year" activities, embodies the "Chinese elements" everywhere.
Obviously, Hong Kong Disney's purpose is to make a strong culture theme park in the
United States more with Chinese cultural characteristics.
And Shanghai is different from other five Disney are set Yingbin avenue "main
street USA, Shanghai Disneyland is replaced with" mickey street "for the first time.
Everyone and Disney have classic landmarks--castle, version "fantasy fairy tale castle" in
Shanghai, the top is a symbol of wealth in Chinese traditional gold peony. In the "twelve
friends garden", Disney and Disney Pixar animation stars to deduce the Chinese zodiac.
In stage performances have Chinese dialogue and lyrics, let the Chinese audience to sing
together. Disney also recruited a retired PLA general guidance stage performance
"Tarzan: the call of the jungle". More than 85 million people in the world have watched
the Broadway musical "the lion king" the first Chinese version also in Shanghai
performance. Because most of the visitors are Chinese, Shanghai Disneyland park to sell
food, according to the Chinese taste allocate seventy percent. Disney's forecast will sell
12 million cabbages in every year. Before the official opening of people complain about

the food in the park is too expensive, so Disney decided to allow visitors packaged food
and drinking water. Obviously, Shanghai and Hong Kong Disney's purpose are to make a
strong culture theme park in the United States more with Chinese cultural characteristics.
It is not hard to see through the above analysis, Disney theme park in brand
management and the relationship of cross-cultural management uses the third way--global
localization strategy. Disney overseas markets in the process of brand management is a
variety of cross-cultural management problems, encountered in these cultural exclusion
and conflict is bound to improve strategy and business model can't completely copy
operation mode in the United States. To according to the local consumer culture
characteristic makes the corresponding adjustment and improvement timely. Therefore, in
this section summarizes well explain the Disney better operation and expansion in
overseas markets will do globalization strategy.

CHAPTER 5
SHANGHAI DISNEYLAND IN CROSS-CULTURAL MANAGEMENT
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

5.1 The Chinese theme park industry environment analysis
5.1.1 Macro background analysis
The Chinese theme park three development stages:
To explore the primary stage
The Hangzhou Songcheng theme park is the earliest prototype of the theme park
with primary stage in China in 1979. From the beginning of 1980 s, theme park and tit’s
film, television, began to appear, the combination of tourist demand for product level is
low, this also caused many theme parks, with the same theme, redundant construction and
lack of management awareness.
Stage of growth management
Shenzhen splendid China theme park was built for the opening with the Investment
of 110 million yuan in 1989. It marks Chinese theme park industry to enter the growth
stage of development; At this stage the increase in the number of the theme park is
obvious. The main characteristic is the size of the investment market impact and risk is
bigger, the theme park has also been gradually stepped into the stage of management.
Rational development stage
Suffering from initial excitement and growth of ups and downs, after the 1990 s,
more theme park operator reflection began early setback, led our country's theme parks
step by step into the rational development stage. This stage of the theme park, from the
product segments, more diverse, in order to adapt to the different needs of tourists; From
management point of view to better strengthen management and improve the mechanism,
strengthen the competitiveness of the enterprise itself.

5.1.2 Disney's business environment analysis in China
China's tourism industry develops rapidly, and operation mode of theme park benefit your
chances
In recent years, China's tourism sustained growth and total tourism revenue. While
under the influence of the global financial crisis in 2008, the number of inbound tourism
and related income declined, but compared with other countries, China's economic
development still maintained a fast growth speed, so the travel and tourism revenue still

present growth totally since 2009 in China's tourism industry revenue to maintain steady
and rapid growth. Although a slight drop in tourism numbers continue to cause related
income decreases, but the Chinese domestic tourism continued to maintain rapid growth,
China's tourism industry has great development space in the future.
The theme park industry has great development potential
With the rapid development of China's economy, the increasing of disposable
income, tourist consumption concept also changed accordingly and upgrade, personalized
tourism will gradually become the mainstream. Theme park for its distinctive theme
concept, unique tourism and recreation environment that make tourists' experience and
enhance the interaction and engagement, which can fully meet the needs of tourists
personalized travel demand.
Due to the theme park industry in China starts late, it makes industry within a single
enterprise's market share lower, the industry enterprise profit ability difference is bigger,
and in the theme design, financial strength and management is still a certain gap with the
world's best theme parks. Yet to produce absolute competitive advantage or the theme of
the monopoly enterprises in the park. Future, financial strength and brand advantages of
theme park will be through the way of mergers or acquisitions chain operation, to get a
opportunity to further develop and expand.
Meet the demand of tourism to upgrade tourism cultural industry
At present, there has been some tourism and cultural performing arts with high
reputation and market influence in China which become cultural card in local tourism.
Some carefully mining and refining and creation, to embody the local cultural
characteristics of tourism and cultural performing arts. It’s the display of local history and
culture, driving the development of local tourism, create comprehensive benefits has
played a huge role.
Chinese tourists in the past mode of travel is mainly sightseeing scenic areas,
attractions, and tourist attractions are open in the day, but lack of night tour and leisure
entertainment. With the steady growth of Chinese residents' disposable income and
consumption idea of escalating, visitors have not content with a single scenic Tours
available in the day, and gradually put forward the higher requirements personalized
travel demand, spiritual and cultural entertainment. Tourists and continuous increase of
demand for cultural level, for the development of tourism cultural industry laid the
foundation good customers.

5.1.3 The micro background analysis
Products to Consumers
Consumer groups: For Disney, China is a market full of temptation, as China has
more than 200 million people under the age of 14, they are all potential power of Disney.
Consumer behavior: Disneyland theme park amusement form popularized all over
the world. Disney settles in Shanghai, the Walt Disney company builds a service,
manufacturing, licensing, and other industries of very large scale integrated entertainment
brand. China's rising economic power and people income level unceasing enhancement,
the national demand for entertainment.
Existing Competitors
Hong Kong Disney becomes the most direct competitors of Shanghai Disney. Since
Hong Kong Disneyland officially opened in 2005, stable operation, a good momentum of
development, competitive power to be reckoned with. However, there is a certain degree
of competition, just can make the two cities have more discussion to improve their
competitiveness and development. Therefore, in this sense, Shanghai and Hong Kong are
partners rather than rivals.
Shenzhen OCT has become the strong competitor to Shanghai Disneyland. By the
end of 2008, oct belongs to tourism scenic tourists has amounted to 132 million persontime, become the first brand of Chinese tourism industry. Other such as Shanghai happy
valley, Hangzhou Songcheng theme park has become a powerful competitor of Shanghai
Disneyland.
Jinjiang Paradise is the first large-scale modern amusement park in Shanghai, China,
conversant area of 170 acres, a total of 40 amusement projects, suitable for all ages
tourists to play, about 1 million tourists per year . In 1998, a total investment of more than
9 million yuan, have built the country's original two projects of "Happy World" and
"Canyon rafting" with international level , greatly changing the face of Jinjiang Paradise.
(Colliers International, 2016)

5.2 Cultural differences of China and the United States
Disney as a symbol of western culture in the United States, has been in a dominant
position in overseas expansion process. it is fully complying with American Disney's
business model to run Disney Tokyo Disneyland and Paris, due to the ignoring of cultural

differences. While Disney considerable success in Japan but in Paris's setback, by the
culture of the French resistance, so that the Paris Disney loss-making. In Shanghai,
therefore, to perfect the Disney's issues, cultural issues is still need to pay attention to
important aspects.
The settle of American Disney has a significant impact Chinese culture. If wants to
have a better development, American should have a deep understanding of the differences
between Chinese and American cultures and how to achieve the perfect combination of
Chinese and American cultures.

5.2.1 The difference of traditional cultural
In American culture, parents need to parenting duties before children adult. In other
words, children at the age of 18 years who leaving home is also have no obligation to
support their parents. The lack of affection between parents and children so that it looks
more of a mutual benefit and public relations. This phenomenon is caused by the rational
ideas of religion and ethics. China after five thousand years of cultural precipitation,
especially under the influence of Confucianism, Chinese people are very filial piety and
family, while United States is advocating self as the center, the prevalence of
individualism society, everyone wants to give full play to its own unique personality,
fully enjoy the rights of the individual and freedom. The individualism values in the
traditional Chinese thinking and regardless of the law to reach the goal of behavior is
contrary to Chinese culture.

5.2.2 The difference of hierarchy concept
Under any kind of social form, there will be differences of social structure basically.
Different social and cultural status standards and the importance of status are different.
China is a country with traditional culture characteristics of Confucianism as the core,
advocates respect elders, long and orderly, and in the process of people especially reflects
the status and role of ritual. The American culture is completely different, it more
emphasis on the equal dialogue. In the minds of American, everyone is born equal,
everyone is born with the power of the pursuit of freedom and equality. In American
culture, and no longer honor of their works, whether in work or in a speech in such
aspects as politics, entertainment and embodies the idea of equality, the idea has been
completely penetrated into American deep down, they don't the restriction of the class
status, the American culture in the eyes of Chinese people think is not respect to others.

Thus it can be seen, Chinese culture pursuits collectivism while American culture
tends to be personal hero; Chinese culture is graceful and restrained, while American
culture straight; Chinese culture perception while American culture rationality.

5.2.3 The differences of values
China emphases the traditional values of collectivism thought, they think that the
collective interests above all other else. Chinese cultural values embodied in the personal
to the collective must rely on the collective unity cooperation common development.
American values is the emphasis on individualism, individualism makes American
exercise independent ability to survive at an early age, used to rely on oneself
development does not depend on others, it emphasize individuality principle with people,
pay attention to personal freedom and rights, personal interests and individual freedom
should not be infringed.

5.2.4 The difference of concept of time
Each nation has different concept of time. In Chinese culture, it has been the past as
the main measure. Chinese more respect in the past, to do anything to think about it is
done, and how are you doing today are often on the basis of the past. Chinese respect
teacher, pay attention to experience, age, seniority, etc. all is related to the "past". In the
face of the past things to see and solve problems. Americans are focuses on the future, the
future orientation is an important concept of time, American that the future is recent can
quickly achieve is not the distant future. The longing for the future makes few American
look back. In their view, it doesn't mean everything, age and experience they believe is
the most important in the future, everything is for the better development, the past is past
and does not influence the future.

5.2.5 The difference of ethics
Influence of the Confucian ethics thought of Chinese traditional culture. Confucian
culture is the ritual, sincerity and will. "The ritual" is to respect people, so as to promote
the harmonious interpersonal relationship; The original meaning of loyalty is dedicating
to fully loyal to his duty, is to reflect the self-dedication dedication; Forgives is the basic
principles of interpersonal, is China's traditional social formation is an important basis
and guarantee of harmonious interpersonal relationship. Influenced by Christian thought
and American culture, the essence of Christian ethics is increasing your faith, strengthen
personal responsibility for personal gain salvation. American believe that the purpose of

life is not on the ethical relationship but should be in to the person's responsibility and the
power of the individual, including life, liberty and property rights, these rights is given.

5.3Disney to Take the Mode of Operation in Shanghai
Shanghai Disneyland to enter Chinese market is involved in a relationship of
interests. Shanghai Disney company and the Shanghai municipal government, the
relationship between both is cooperation and interests. And many aspects show that the
Shanghai government to a higher risk of Disney company. Disney shares in a project, the
Chinese equity accounts for 57%, Disney equity accounts for 43%. Designated stateowned large enterprises, on behalf of the Shanghai municipal government jointly with the
Walt Disney company to form a joint venture company, by the joint venture investment
10 billion yuan, in which China invested 5.7 billion RMB, the Disney investment 4.3
billion yuan, the remaining 15 billion yuan for a bond, to government owns 12.9 billion
RMB in debt, the bank creditor's rights and other business organizations have 3 billion
RMB.
Shanghai Disneyland project cooperation pattern is the same as Hong Kong
Disneyland, that means 25 billion RMB of investment has been part of this way "return"
to the Walt Disney company., of course, the Shanghai government has its own plan,
Disneyland is a theme park, not only it will improve surrounding real estate, hotel
industry, services, culture, and even the development of manufacturing industry.
Shanghai as an international metropolis, the reception of visitors from around the world
each year hundreds of millions, and the construction of the Shanghai Disneyland can let
visitors stay at least one day in Shanghai, for the stimulation and pull the whole tourism
market are immeasurable. This is hidden behind the project of the enormous business
opportunities.

5.4 Shanghai Disneyland cross-cultural management solution of the problem
5.4.1 Cultures of China and the United States
With the development of The Times, the process of global integration which make
the eastern and western cultures blend together. Culture is an important prerequisite for
success in Disney. Disney culture successfully realize the communication between the
heterogeneous culture, on the one hand, because of Disney's cultural eclecticism, more
important is it - the right localization of cross-cultural transmission, so as to effectively
eliminate the Chinese resistance to the Disney culture. The United States had no native
culture, the culture is based on the comprehensive culture in Europe and other countries

in the world, as a result, the modern American culture diversity, comprehensive, the
characteristics of modernity, these characteristics are also reflected in the animated
cartoon in the United States: freedom, humor, heroism. The animation will be European
or Asian culture and American culture very good fusion, while keeping the original
material the story mode in conveying the American culture at the same time, makes the
people of the world won't feel strange and produce high identity, that is the fusion of
globalization.

5.4.2 Disney local strategies of cross-cultural communication
Multinational companies in transnational operation under different cultural
backgrounds will face management and cross-cultural management of conflict and
contradiction inevitably. Objectively, the cultural difference greatly affects the
multinational business strategy. For the host country of the cultural characteristics of the
multinational companies to make adaptive strategies to adjust. The Walt Disney company
is representing the American culture and commercial form, presents to us the American
adventure and stimulate cultural style, these all to stimulate the consumption of the
tourists and use to show the cultural characteristics of goods. Disney sold overseas,
therefore, this kind of American culture, is based on the combination of globalization and
localization, is implementing the "globalization" culture dissemination strategy.
Localization strategy of cross-cultural communication under the premise that respect for
the host country culture, must be good at using the cultural differences. Seeking common
ground while putting aside differences is the "essence" integration strategy.

5.4.3 Disney animation cross-cultural communication
Disney's cartoon has become one of American civilization Peugeot in the worldwide
culture. In Disney animation work, in addition to Mickey Mouse Donald Duck series and
a few original works, most of the works are adapted from the world of fairy tales, folk
tales, or classics, etc. Adaptation after they communicated in the form of
Americanization, are achieve the goal that the cross-cultural communication of the
localization strategy. Such as the animated film Mulan typically indicates that the
company is how to carry on the cross-cultural communication in the context of
globalization. Disney borrowed from the ancient Chinese folk tale, and animation
creation again.
The "Mulan" in the world is behind the success of the Disney company long-term
accumulation of management pattern that is Walt Disney globalization. The "Mulan"

Broadway style of singing and dancing to represent a realistic images and full-bodied
Oriental legend of Oriental amorous feelings of the Chinese women, people of different
cultural background will still be able to understand the connotation of it.

5.4.4 Shanghai Disneyland localization strategy
Shanghai is a bustling city of immigrants, it also the eastern and western cultures
interact, the pronoun of Shanghai culture. In the last century is known as the "Oriental
Paris" and 30 s where the first European and American culture into China. Therefore, the
Walt Disney company stick to the brand globalization, on the basis of taking the
localization of marketing mode of operation. The purpose is to let American culture better
in the host country's culture, with improving the identity of the target market and
acceptance. Localization marketing as a kind of feasible way, by attracting tourists to
enter and produce culture close to move, and to maximize cultural output. The customer
demands design products they need, such as in the process of management of Paris
Disneyland, Disney company learned French wine culture status cannot be replaced, in
the heart of the French begin to adjust sales strategy, lift the ban on alcohol and allowed
to sell alcoholic drinks in the park to get rid of the French resistance of American culture.
The same cultural factors, in the process of operation of Hong Kong Disneyland, in
consideration of the Chinese diet culture factors. The multi-functional kitchen dining
room design and diversification in the zone of the menu in order to better meet the needs
of different visitors. Under the comprehensive consideration, in the development of
Shanghai Disney's late more want to consider the Chinese diet culture and the
characteristics of Chinese localization elements, let the most Chinese people feel
Shanghai Disneyland and familiarity with Chinese characteristics.
To American culture as the core of Disney on the localization strategy, of course,
there is no need to combine local culture factors. There are some visitors to Disneyland
because recognition of American culture after all. Suggestions can be merged with
Chinese characteristics on Shanghai details, such as Chinese lanterns hung on the road, or
show some elements of Chinese classical sculpture. Shanghai Disneyland can also join
the Shanghai local culture elements, in order to better distinguish it from Tokyo, Hong
Kong and another Asia Disneyland. Disney theme parks in Shanghai, is a kind of cultural
demand, which also hopes that the new era to show diversity and openness of Shanghai
style culture.

CHAPTER 6
THE RESEARCH CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT

6.1 The research conclusion
As the spread of cross-cultural communicators, Disney fully realize the importance
of cultural factors, and it realize that cross-cultural management needs to understand the
local culture, respect local people's life and work habits. China introduces the Disneyland
is not only cater to China's policy need to "increase domestic demand", also hopes that by
"Disney" such an old culture brand influence, China's culture industry develop.
Disney has finally learnt that even highly unique resources and capabilities require
some degree of adaptation in foreign markets. Disney was forced to learn that its valuegenerating resources and capabilities were actually location-bound. An ideal partner for
Disney is the one that is able to effectively and efficiently transfer those resources and
capabilities with the required amount of adaptation, that is, one with high absorptive
capacity. (Carlos, 2011)
Shanghai Disney brand management in the Chinese market, it is necessary to
make cross-cultural management, and makes traditional Chinese culture, Chinese culture
factors such as consumption habits, consumer psychology and Disney theme cultural
integration is crucial, the main conclusions are as follows:
At the overall situation, strategic level, we should consider the cultural differences
between China and United States’ factors, that includes regional differences, difference of
human environment, historical background, etc., all aspects should adapt to the demand of
the Chinese people and conform to the requirements of the Chinese cultural
characteristics, etc.
The audience language culture. Language is the most comprehensive, the most
strength of cultural interpretation. Shanghai Disneyland main activities to the audience,
such as performance, play, it should try to realize Chinese as the medium of language.
In the form of artistic expression of Chinese thinking on Disney's theme. Disney
passed to people with happy and optimistic. Although there are a lot of Chinese thought
and western thinking of phase connectivity, such as traditional Chinese culture of
benevolence, righteousness, propriety, wisdom, letter, all have the same performance in
western thinking logic, but many aspects of form has a big difference, such as for Disney
theme conveyed "fantasy", has been in the Chinese mind, and deeply influenced by
traditional Chinese myth, comparatively large difference with western thinking.
Therefore, for Shanghai Disney's various theme, it should fully take into account the
Chinese way of thinking.

In the form of theme elements with regard to the localization of multicultural.
Animation in the United States, for example, as stated earlier, the United States animation
from around the world in the splendid culture of select material, for the deduction of
American, the "Mulan" household folk stories from China. Shanghai Disneyland in
deductive form the success of the different cultural patterns, and it more easily accepted
by Chinese people and identity.
Continuous Chinese elements to shape and the way of spread of Chinese culture. The
"Mulan" is good use at the traditional Chinese characters which shape the new Chinese
element, and recognition of Chinese culture can meet the national pride to Chinese
people. Therefore, on the propagation are more likely to be accepted by more Chinese
people. Chinese elements to shape and the way of spread of Chinese culture both promote
each other.
Combined with local consumption habits. As already on the analysis of the French
Disney, France by Disney in the respect of the local consumption habits, obtained better
performance than prior to change. Compared to the United States, in the consumption
habits in China and the United States has a very big difference, as a result, Shanghai
Disney business, mainly such as restaurant, hotel, etc., need to pay attention to the
combination of local consumption habits.

6.2 Insufficient research and prospected
Though Shanghai Disneyland facing so many challenges and questions, but it also
brings so many opportunities at the same time that other industries of Disney in Shanghai
can bring many benefits. In terms of the cultural industry development, the Chinese for
foreign culture such as American culture did not like the French resistance, they will take
"absorbs the essence and discard the dregs" attitude. Disneyland as a world-class
entertainment travel service product, has experienced ups and downs in one hundred, has
already formed the very perfect entertainment tourism service standards, and have quite
rich theme park management and operation experience. And, as a successful world expo
venue, Shanghai Pudong has a certain ability of Shanghai Disneyland operations which to
provide tourists all over the world in line with international practice, a higher level of
service management.
For the study of Disney brand management mode of cross-cultural problems, this
paper is based on the Disney company other five Disneyland before study and analysis.
The success and failure experience of many aspects and this article can't provide in a
short period of time for in-depth discussion and meticulous research, need further
investigation research and the support of relevant data. And I hope in the future
subsequent stages of constantly can improve and continue to track the research topic.
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